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The so-known as golden years have arrived, and you hate to admit it, but you often wonder
what's so golden about them after all. You re concerned about your health, finances, and all
of the changes you encounter. She addresses such heartfelt topics as worries of dropping,
despair over feeling useless, and grief following the loss of a partner. She pleads with God to
greatly help her see the beauty of existence and the world in the midst of these trials. As you
examine this series of poems paired with selections from Psalms, take comfort in the business of a
friend who is in the same place. Missy Buchanan understands first-hands what it s like. <BR>As a
person of faith, how are you to handle the challenges and find purpose for the others you will
ever have? Share the trip with Missy Buchanan as she faces the heartache and discovers hope
along the way of aging.
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I believe she's me Engaging book. I think she must know me. Offers God as her rock and base in
an an ageing woman's body and lifestyle experience. For instance, we will question if our funds
will end up being there for all of us when needed the most; Is normally a seat or bedside pick
me up.. The list of the consequences and implications of maturing is endless. Book for the
gullible Waste of money. Thanks a lot for good delivery service too.. Waste of money There are
so many positive things to aging. As we become older, many changes will need place in our
lives. Achieving the end of this book is not the finish of the publication. we will find ourselves
becoming frustrated by the many physical and mental procedures of aging itself; there will be
occasions of intense loneliness.. Thank God and Missy for these GREAT Books!when our thoughts
risk turning toward God, asking Him why He's allowing most of these things to happen; Very
good book for those individuals who can't quite do what they i did so. This book will not focus
on them at all. Missy Buchanan has once more presented a book of spiritual encouragement. In
fact we used it within my aunt's funeral..terms that may bring a tear to each of our eyes while
we enter into the very thoughts of those who are living within their latter years. Well-created
and thought-provoking, this is a "must-read" for all those of most ages and stages. Just what a
waste of money.. Five Stars Very helpful! This book invites one to look through the eyes of .
They're for the retired senior Christian that stays home 99.. Very short stories that truly hit home
and bring a chuckle and a reminder of the past, but in a very positive way - not at all heavy,
nor sad.... This book invites someone to look through the eyes of the aging at the easy process
of just living out the day or events of the day.. I extremely recommend all of Missy Buchanan's
Book's if you know, love or look after a senior Christian that can/wants to read! My 80 year
older Mom had seen Roberts on Good Morning America recommend this book, and that her
own Mom had browse it. They really relate to the descriptions informed by various other elderly
trying to face the music of the last phase in lifestyle. A wonderful publication for all. I thought I
did!" Thanks once and for all delivery service too I read from this book during a fellowship I
carry out for citizens in a nursing house. My Mom loved it and wants everyone to learn it, and
if she had the funds she'd buy copies of it for church and friends. Mom really liked it due to the
Psalms component and that it touched on what it is to grow old, that she says none of us
understand. Not only for the old. My poor, and I will be reading her copy. Thank you. there are
occasions of picturing unfulfilled goals and dreams - against the backdrop of the limited
period of life itself. I actually gave this to my aging aunt and mom in laws. They both cherished
it... Four Stars Very nice Five Stars Great book BEAUTIFUL & IDEAL FOR EVERYONE ESPECIALLY
SENIOR CHRISTIAN'S! I had been looking for Christian materials for my grandmother who doesn't
go to Church, but loves God and is 89yo. Missy Buchanan has produced a beautiful genre of
books that is clearly a "God sent"! Assured to make them feel,find,hear and love GOD! It
includes a subtle humor, making one smile- one thinks"Directly on! I've bought another book of
her's and I'm buying a different one. My grandmother LOVES these books!needs more meats.9%
of the time!. Even the large print is ideal!most old people with ailments haven't any time to read
that baby speak book.
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